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nato advanced study institute on robotics and robotics, artificial intelligence, and autonomy visioning
... - dr. kira is the branch chief of the machine learning and analytics group within the robotics and
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excellence - catalysing c2 - the ) nato command and control centre of excellence ( nato c2coe) embedded
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command and control (c2) exercise element of sfct 17 which is the communications exercise (comex) for
trident juncture , (trje), and provide 18 press release - cmreto - technologies of interest to nato and its
members, and by preparing itself for the next security crisis. this evolution projected the centre into the new
world of synthetic aperture sensors, unmanned systems, robotics, artificial intelligence and automatic decision
making in naval defence. the future of humans & machines - jhuapl - on may 25, 2017, a cross-section of
leading voices in artificial intelligence, robotics and neuroscience gathered at the johns hopkins applied
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technologies as well as their implications for the future of our society. recognizing that download active
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in logistics - dhl | global 1.1 robotics in logistics: an emerging technology trend as highlighted in the dhl
logistics trend ... artificial intelligence and national security - fas artificial intelligence and national security
congressional research service r45178 version 4 counter russian aggression against nato - technological
advantage vis-à-vis russia. investments need to be made in areas such as robotics, artificial intelligence and
autonomy, hypersonics, directed energy, electronic warfare and cyber. nato needs to focus not just on science
and technology, but also on related industrial capabilities military robotics and autonomous systems
2018 - 9.00 increase the human capabilities using artificial intelligence and robotics — application to land
systems • artificial intelligence: potential use and challenges • robotics : state of the art and autonomy level •
projects and master plan for land systems colonel jerome lemaire, digitization & artificial intelligence master
plan leader,
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